The Interrogative Particle Ji in Arabic according to Native Sources and the Kur'än.
By William ffoyt Worrell.
Despite the industry vvhich has been expended upon the grammar of classical Arabic there remain a variety of questions, which await solution, and which must be investigated separately before the next great Arabic Grammar can be written. The literature in Europe does not by any means take fully into consideration what has been worked out by the Oriental scholars; and the latter are to be relied upon more for their facts than for their theories. The study then is twofold: i. the investigation of native sources, 2. the scientific consideration and analysis of material thus obtained.
fo T
he case of the interrogative particles l and J^ is typical. That they are not identical in use is apparent on every hand. In older Arabic their uses, and presumably their meanings, are quite well defined, altho the difference seems to be less strictly observed äs time goes on, and at last vanishes almost altogether. ' disappears, being reo p laced by cM&, which loses its original force and goes the way of its partner, or by the simple interrogative tone of voice in speaking. Furthermore, the grammarians have äs we shall see a great many theories,'which are hardly borne out by experience. The translations of the Kur'än rogative particle & introduces questions of a more lively sort", and the mention of a few of its uses. RECKENDORF (Syntaktische Verhältnisse des Arabischen} in making J^* equal to "ha bezw. *a + der Negation /ä?" has missed the inain fact, and the key to the Situation, namely, that cM* is to be sought among the interjections. HOWELL has brought together the Statements of the grammarians, but in a form far less intelligible than the Arabic Originals.
Upon turning to the native works one finds the Situation far from satisfactory; the particle seems to have given great trouble to the Arabs themselves. This class of words is äs LANE remarks (p. XXV) very imperfectly treated by the grammarians. LANE held the Mugni l-Labib of Ibn-Hisäm, to be the best work upon the particles, and the same has been made the starting-point of this article. Ibn Hisäm and az-Zamabsan are at variance about a Statement « -oô f Sibawaihi, that cMo = tXi>. Unfortunately, the illustrious author of the *'Book" has left us his wisdom in a very inaccessible form. There is no apparent plan of arrangement, and until the promised index is forthcoming its use is connected with some difficulty. There is no special chapter dealing which J^· The Lisän, the Kämüs, the Sibäb, the Tag and others are disappointing. Some sources are too meager to deserve mention. In general they con-tent themselves with the copying out of only half understood traditional Statements.
It is curious that al-HarM in bis Durra has not in--** «^ * clucled a di'scussion of the f**jl· in regard to Jj& and I.
•In p. 1*1 (ed. THORKECKE) he himself employs the construction * (cf. Mufa&al § * ', infra p. 129, where, äs in all the sources, the alternative question with f t conjunctive is forbidden:
)r+£ 1*1 wtXifc tXi ; 0> but the alternative here being the negative ($ j»0 the question may not be strictly considered alternative, äs the ^ j*l does not introduce any new element. We say e. g.: "Is it going to rain (or not)?" in . which the "or not" may be omitted without altering the sense. With "whether" in English and "ob" in German, the "or not", "oder nicht" is more frequent, but never indispensible. In the present passage from Kann and in ULj> viUi ^yo d# (= "whether that is valid") the paro _, ticle eM& seems to = "whether", a weakening of the original force of Jj° beyond anything which I have found mentioned by the native sources. This article does not pretend do go beyond the consideration of some of the grammarians and of the Kur'än. Those who have made collections from their reading in the Poets, the Hadit, and later and more populär Arabic can doubtless multiply examples of these and of other usages of cM*, here unrecorded, and determine the course and limits of its development. Jjo is a particle, adopted by usage for the affirmative seeking· of judgment: äs opposed to apprehension, and äs opposed to negative (seeking) of judgment;"
There is little doubt that this is the meaning of the passage; although \ve should expect a v^JJb between ^o and (Jfeo^oS. x ) After giving the definition he says: " 'judgment' äs apposed to 'apprehension', and 'affirmative . . . of judgment' äs opposed to 'nel) That the text even of a grammatical work may exhibit variations which betray loose transmission is shown by the instance on p. 137. gative . . . of judgmentV He is speaking of the terms used in bis definition, äs words merely. It could not mean: "cM& is a particle adopted by usage for the seeking of affirmative judgment äs opposed to apprehension and äs opposed to negative judgment"; for in that case J^0 could never be used in asking a question vvhose answer is negative, äs it undoubtedly is used (cf. infra); and no other rendering 5s possible. rneans, äs is indicated by the latter part of his diccourse, that it is not prefixed to a negative; and he does not exclude the case of its being used when it is prefixed to an affirmative, for seeking judgment of whatever kind; since it is correct to reply to it with the negative: with ^ for example;" i. e. cM& cannot be prefixed to a negative particle in the interrogative sentence, but this does not mean that the answer may not be negative. The definition means: J^& is a particle used (A-ojJb) in interrogation; the interrogative clause in which it is used must not contain a negative (i. e. a grammatical negative such äs (J; but rhetorically the J^ö clause may have the force of a negative declaration äs will appear later); that which is called in question, and which is to be ansivered, if at all t is not an apprehension (idea, conception), but a judgment (verification, declaration of truth). Interrogations are of two sorts (cf. WUNDT, Völkerpsychologie S. 260-i): a) questions of doubt, and b) questions of fact. The former kind contains in interrogative form a possible declaration, which however, is for the moment doubted. It expects the ansvver "Yes" or "No", and anything eise which may be added is superfluous. In this case it is the whole Statement which is in doubt: it is a "seeking of judgment". Questions of doubt are expressed by a peculiar Intonation of voice, or by changing the vvord-order from the normal declarative, or by the addition of an element known äs the interrogative particle. The function of the latter is to differentiate the interrogation from the declaration; and it does this, äs in the case of the inverted word-order, and of the peculiar Intonation of voice by ad ding an emotional element of desire. This element is always interjectional in character, äs will be seen below in the case of J^· 1 ) .By a judgment is meant an assertion IcX^ V/^ "(Yes) He did strike Zaid"; which might be given in answer to the question fdo, ^yal '«Did he strike Zaid?" or lc>o^ v-^-d JJD "Did he strike Zaid!" ("Is it possible that he struck Zaid!" or "Didn't he strike Zaid!"). On the other hand, questions of fact are those in which certain facts are unknown to the questioner, and are expected to be
) Both | and JlSi are undoubtedly of that class of \vords which forms j* the most primitive stratum of speech. f is of lighter quality, its interjectional force being somewhat lost by long use äs an interrogative, and serves, like a certain tone of voice, to indicate that what is said is not put forward äs a Statement of conviction, but äs the formulation of a Statement Cr " whose confirmation or denial is expected from another. Jii& is used not only to express doubt, but apparently any strong emotion which may give rise lo an exclamaiion. Constructions which JüD seem to be limited to the simple forms characteristic of the exclamation, and do not admit of deliberative questions with *| conj. or of clauses containing a negative particle. obtained in the answer. Such questions are introduced by an interrogative pronoun or adverb, which supplies in the interrogation , the place of the unknown and sought after fact; e. g.
M When was America dis-<» ĉ overed?" "W h o discovered America?*' All cM°q uestions are questions of doubt in their outward form. But they are rhetorical questions and seldom seek an answer.
To go back to the definition of Mug.\ the author means to say that that which is unknown to the questioner, and to be supplied in the answer is a judgment (i. e. the assertion ofan action or relation) and not an apprehension (i. e, one of the elements of a judgment). It is· evident that the author haŝ failed in his attempted definition. Both &£> and l seek judgments, and not apprehensions. The essential difference between the two particles is that whereas cM°s eeks a judgment without emphasizing any particular apprehension within that judgment, the particle f may seek a judgment, attaching at the same time special stress and special interest to some particular element (apprehension) of that judgment. E. g. In the first two examples, the sentences, being normal, the diiference is merely that the <^& question is more exclamatory. But in the third example, the sentence being inverted, the real difference becomes apparent: t lays stress of interrogation upon the most i. e. not only is the inverted verbal sentence but even the ordinary nominal sentence whose predicate is a verb, impossible with Jj& s in the last example. But Jj& may be used with a nominal sentence \vhose predicate is a noun or a preposition and its genitive, s in the first two examples. <J^& is not used with the nominal sentence whose predicate is a verb probably because the subject is then strong·-ly emphasized. That it can be used with the nominal sentence whose predicate is a noun or a preposition with its genitive can best be accounted for by supposing that the stress of interrogation is then equally distributed. But cf. WRIGHT, Gramm.* II 253 C and 80 C. where it is said that in a nominal 'sentence of this so r t the stress lies upon the last word. He gives however only declarative sentences s examples, and the case may be different with Jj* clauses. In the same section Sibawaihi say s:
"so that the Hke of 09^*0 1<λ^ JJB is forbidden, because the pladng first cf the noun shows in the very relationship that the judgment has occurred" That which is in doubt, and which is sought is merely an apprehension.
Ow *ί %l" 5 *^ |" *?
"and the like of )<*+£· p» pSU tXj) ςλ# when by ff the conjunctive is meant"
I. e.: In the sense: "Is Zaid Standing or 'Amr?" since the question is deliberative, and asks for an apprehension; the fact that one of them is Standing is already known and what is desired is the affirmation of one element. But it may be used in the sense: "Is Zaid Standing? nay but is it c Amr!" since j*l is then diso ĵ unctive (= Jj) and the question is not deliberative, but breaks up into two exclamatory sentences.
"and
Because this would be a "negative seeking of judgment", s Mitg. says. The real reason is to be sought in the exclamatory origin of the particle. A && clause is alvvays primarily an exclamation. As a question it may be either negative or affirmative in tone, but it is always an oratorical question. It may or may not contain a negative idea, but it cannot' contain a negative particle, which is part of the apparatus of the declarative sentence. The cM°c lause is primarily a pure expression of emotion, standing between and apart from the negative and the affirmative. Only such an hypothesis can account for its many uses negative and affirmative. It is always determined from without, never from within. Fourth, Fifth and Sixth, it is not prefixed to the
S5 .
protasis of a condition; nor to ^J; nor, by preference, to a noun followed by a verb, while the opposite is true of f " 9 »rfT "* * "?
', äs is shown by <· ^jJl&V (*<·* ssl^i u' can never serve äs a protasis, nor be combined with * ;j|; while f, having lost its original character and become merely a sign for the interrogation, may be inserted or prefixed anywhere: before alternative & questions (j*l conj.); before lengthy circumstantial sen--9* "9 *0~ 9 w -* tences (^^-1 j&) '^-) Vr^'O» before conjunctions (y -«-1*3 v->)· When the cM° clause has developed into an exclamatory-interrogative clause, the stress of interrogation lies upon the whole clause equally and the normal sentence is alone possible; while the inverted sentence, which lays weight upon some one element (which äs Mug. incorrectly says "asks for an The last example consists of two Jj& clauses loosely bound together by j*l disjunctive. * 4 Ninth, the negative is meant in the interrogation introduced by it, and hence it is prefixed to the predicate followed by 5t, äs ,jLl^H ^f ^L^Ä^f ilyÄ. JJD (55» 60)" 9* L e.: the particle J^ö has negative force when it « 5s used with iM. Relying upon outside forces for its closer dettnition, the particle is here made by 'the presence of the ^1 and the nature of the appeal, to introduce a negative rhetorical question. This has become so common that the grammarians lay it down «*> * äs a rule that iH-JA = iH-L*. As is the case with « -0 -O^f the assertion that u& = <X3* or Ju?» (see infra) becausê
in a concrete instance ^J't J# = ^'1 4>3, and in other instances, so here also we may observe the baneful results of the perfectly mechanical method of the grammarians. They forgot that the clause, and not the word, is the real unit in human speech; the most that can safely be asserted by the lexicographer is that a given phrase has this or that meaning. With particles especially the "Bedeutungslehre" is based upon syntax; and successful reasoning with syntax must be psychological, not mechanical. A striking example of the way in which such questions äs J= cXS arise to vex grammarians and start neverending controversies is that which follows below under is the regulär generic term for mankind, and the irregulär use of ijL·*^! suggests that an individual is meant: Adam. That the verse refers to prenatal conditions in the life of every man is clear from "* °T "f*" -\~üjo\ xftkj. The two possible interpretations are (freely): "Does there not come upon man a period of time when he is a thing forgotten!" and "Does there ever come upon man a period of time when he is a thing forgotten!" To apply the saying to Adam has no other warrant than the ^L*o^l|. A traditional exegesis originating with Ihn c Abbäs and coming down through al-Kisä'i, al-Farrä', and through al-Mubarrad (cf. Bai-(Jäwl and the KaSsef) has decreed that the passage be taken affirmatively; and when grammatical theories began to be spun out this theological Tendenz becarae the starting point for one of them; a stränge instance of the reaction of theology upon grammar.
*. *. <£$! & in someway = ^t tXS; .then cM& was said to be = <X3; then J-J* was said to be, like tXS, a O*Ä.
? e »7 V^WÄÄJ! (giving* to the perfect form the sense of the Engl. present-perfect).
) This view is carried so far that the problem is how cM& (if = &£) acquires its interrogativê
force. The answer is that an l is to be understood äs standing before it, which has been dropped because J^ occurs only in questions (see infra): so thoroughly can independently exercised common sense be set at naught by a mere exegetical tradition! A stngle in- "And the rejection sometimes demands the occurrence of an action the opposite of this (which has occurred); and that is when it signifies that which it was not fitting t ' ^ ·" ' · ** *·* ' * *"T for you to do; äs Wj±J *#£ \&^ v^^oirl.
This is a case of the "rejection of him who has caused the occurrence of a thing (see infra)". This y 1x3^ with f is less vehement than the '&-*$jS with Jjö and can admit of the appended d^l ^5^.
"And the essence of the matter is that the fc*\ is of three sorts: i. The rejection of him who asserts the occurrence of a thing, and the negative is inherent therefore. 2. The rejection of him who caused the occurrence of a thing; and (these) two cases are characterized by the junctive."
The chapter meant is § 278: ^ I<M p! vjb Ijjo ; but there is no mention of the matter in question. Ibn His"äm doubtless has in mind § 284 or § 28, quoted just above and on p. 126 -127. "But in it (the Kitäb) is also that which does not agree with it (the above Statement of az-Zamab §an upon the authority of Sibawaihi). He (Sib.) says in the chapter:]
2 ) jUÖI * * ^^Xj Lo 5<X£ ( § 508) emphatically: 'As for eU, it is for the interrogation', and he adds nothing· more." ) That JkJD c an not be used an inverted verbal sentence, nor with a nominal sentence whose predicate is a verb (cf. p. 127) led to the conclusion that JkJD like Jo cannot be separated from the verb: another fact in favor of the theory that Juö = 4X5. But Juß can be used where Jö cannot: in the. nominal sentence whose predicate is not a verb.
2) Variant: (vid. infra. Com. §. M. ul-'Arair) "And I have not seen in the Kitab of Sibawaihi that which he quotes upon his authority; except that he says in -". This reading is probably the correct one, äs Ibn HiSäm wrote it; but, äs will be seen below, the reading adopted.in the text is more true to the facts. Ibn H. did not find in Sib. any Statement to justify the citation of az-Zam. äs is borne out by Ibn H.'s saying later (infra p. 141): dlJo Jüb jj *o^*w ^ ig^* tX*5* BUt iü did exist in § 284 äs well äs a "contradiction", only apparent of course, in § 508. Some later copyist noticing the error, corrected it, without giving the reading which he found in the original text 2 ) in the sense of both the taknr (confirmation or "moving-to-confession") and the taknb (giving to the perfect form the present perfect force); i. e.: *There came upon Man previous' to a period of time close at hand, JOUAW). The meaning of it is that it (cM°) is not * given this sense when it (I) is not prefixed to it; nay, but (the truth is) that it sometimes occurs in this sense, äs in the (Kur'än) verse and sometimes not. And some have reversed what az-ZamabSari said, and asserted that Jd oes not occur in the sense of tXS fundamentally, and this is the correct view in my (ibn Hisam's) estimation."
Here Ibn Hi §äm reaches the truth in regard. to this long discussion.
"Only one of three things can be held by him who maintains that (i. e.: that J.J* = 03): First, the exegesis of Ibn c Abbäs r. A. %z.; and perhaps he only meant that the interrogation in the (Kur'än) verse is used for the takrzr, and (that) it is not a true question. And a number of commentators bave explained (the passage) in this way; and some of them say that cM* is here used for the confirmatory question; and he who is thereby made to confess (the fact confirmed by the question) is he who rejects the Resurrection. And he knew that they would say: 'Yea, there elapsed .a long period of tirae in which there was no man (in existence).' Then it is said to them: 'Then He who created Man after a time when he did not exist -how is he prevented from quickening them after their death?' And that is the meaning of His t. saying (j;rU y^ <J$^' sLaul (J+^& tXj (56, 62), i. e.: 'So come be warned; for ye know that He who called into being a thing after it had not been, is able again to reproduce it after its annihilation.' And another says the like of that; except that be explains the <j-£^ äs the period of formation in the womb; and he says that the meaning is: 'Did there not come upon mankind a period of time when they were drops (of semen), then clotted blood, then lumps of flesh, until they became a thing remembered?' And az-Zaggäg says the same except that he makes jjL^jill to be Adam 'a. s. zus.-, and he says that the meaning is: 'Did there not come upon the Man a period of time in which he was dust and clay, until the breath of life was breathed into him?' And some say that cN# is not used for the confirmatory question, and f· that that is one of the peculiarities of i exclusively, and that it is not äs he (az-Z.) says." c.
But it is evident that J#, far more than l, is used for the rhetorical question (confirmatory quest.). Indeed in the majority of instances of its occurrence in the Kur'än it is used for emphatic affirmation or negation.
The Interrogative Particle JA.
141
"And a number of grammarians mention that J# is used in place of <jj for the sake of emphasis and verification ; and they make to be of this (meaning, theKur'än-verse) · » & --"i r: \-&Z <5<X! | M*J> v£AJo £ Jisc (89, 4); and they give it the force of an answer to the oath, and this is absurd."
The marginal commentator explains that the "answer" to the oath is suppressed, and would be if expressed: p-gotV-Jt ^y » äs is shown by the following.Kur'än-verse: 4>Uj dj»^ JAS ^ ^ ^ |iJI (89,5).
cM& is used to emphasize the question, which is designed to restrain "persons of understanding" from that course of life which will call down upon them the fate of the people of c Äd. But äs c Äd is not mentioned till the next verse, the cM 6 clause cannot have the force of this "answer". It is the awful fate of l Äd and not the oath by the dawn and the ten nights etc. that is to appeal to the man of understanding.
All this is interesting for the exegesis of the Kur'än, but does not violate the general rule in regard to J^°c lauses ; for >^ 5< ! | *MÖ \iU5 ^ cM* means in any case ..... vtU<> ^ ^L The grammarians who said that it had the force of an answer to the oath probably meant no more than that the question is rhetorical and equivalent to a strong affirmation.
"And the second proof is the saying of Sibawaihi, who had personal intercourse with the Arabs and understood their ways; and it has already been stated that Sibawaihi did not say that (i. e.: that J^ = <>j>, cf. p. 137
•f. supra). And the third is the prefixing of i to it in the vorse (of poetry · · · J3L·/). And a particle is not prefixed to another of Jike meaning." 1 )
This lattcr Statement is untrue, äs nothing is rnore natural in Semitic languages than the heaping up of particles; cf. especially modern Arabic forms. Ihn HiSäm admits this, just below.
"And it is my opinion, following as-Siräfi, that the 0 -** sound tra.dition is cM* pl. And pl: it is the disjunctive in the sense of Jo; and (the third proof; the verse --· J^U* is thus) not a proof. And assuming the soundness ofthat tradition, the verse is an exception. And it is possible to derive it from the combining of two particles with a single meaning, for emphasis; like the saying: jt$J U-U 3J£ But l<X>f like French jamais gets its force originally from an accompanying negative so that there is no redundance in the verse.
" -indeed, what is in that verse is easier because the two expressions are different, and because one of the tvvo is composed of tvvo letters; and that is like the saying: This is all that is given in Mugni.
As far äs the lexicons are concerned, we have only t o notice the Sifyäbt the Käinüs, and the Lisän al-Arab. The Tag al-Artis, is in this care, äs it always is, a secondary source: taking the Kämfts for its basis and adding a running commentary , derived mostly from the Lisäti, but partly also from the Si/.iä(i> from which it occasionally draws directly. The substance of what is to be found in these works, in so far äs it has not been given in the foregoing notes, and is not a mere repetition or paraphrase of what has already been said, follows here. say ItX^ JjCx» ^Ä ^iXÄ-j J^*l J^; and that of the declaration is your saying to someone * £ | <Jj* vilüa^ c^, you cause him to confess that you have warned him and given him (something): Al-Farrä* says that al-Kisä*! says o t hat JJ& is used interrogatively, and that this is its pri-
